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Albany Park is the gateway for the aspiring ethnic middle class. Some residents of the
community dismiss any notion that there is a decrease in the quality and range of the
practical knowledge of individuals they have come in contact with, due to standard
automation, traceable lack of leaming opportunities, or simple neglect / Jim Duignan
(Piecedfrom a conversation overheard on the 'L'with a definitionfrom the business
dictionary for clarity)

The flowerbox began as a self-taught enterprise of my youth. It was the first thing I
remember being able to build in craft sessions at summer camps and with scouts when I
was very young. It was a technical project in the woodshop classes at Taft High School
and I enjoyed knowing that I could build something from nothing. My dad had hard
covered, Time-Life books on Woodworking in our basement, which I treasured during
my high school years. They were filled with clear project plans and photos examples of
simple starter projects. They were my initial sculpture books and I would use that visual
'how to' page layout from then on. The flowerbox was an entryway towards thoughtful
study, adjusting meaning and contexts as I went and the moment I began building items I
could use.

I have been walking around Chicago and collecting unwanted wood for as long as I can
remember. Being outside walking alleys has become over the years, a practice in itself. I
am drawn to alleys. It fits my need to wander more than any curiosity I have for locating
discarded treasure. Old dresser drawers are highly pized. Flat, hard and soft planks are a
perfect combination. The density of oak and the permanent fragrance of the cedar allow
the wood to withstand Chicago's fluctuating weather. The alley was where I played as a
kid, a secluded playground, walled offby garages and the gaze of our mothers. They
could see one thousand yards from their kitchens windows. One of the alleys behind
Waveland near Addison were I grew up had a small passageway, an escape route to
Pulaski when the chase was on. Flowerboxes were painted with faded colored stenciled
ornamentation and lashed with steel coat hangers to the stocky cyclone fence that framed
that small gangway. Some of the boxes had old country kitchen patterns like the
decorative corner treatments on the embroidered wall hangings you would see in your
grandmother's house. The flowerboxes stood as more than frames to our route back and
forth from the safe haven of the neighborhood to the big street. We stashed all kinds of
stuff in those boxes, hidden in plain sight as it were.



My great grandmother's garden on Clyde Street on Chicago's far south side was filled
with plantings, overgrown and overwhelming to the senses of a young child. The smell of
mint overpowered everything and my memory of her backyard was equal part visual and
olfactory. Mint was a clear and a cleansing fragrance. It stayed on her skin like
raspberries and tobacco did. The backyard had narrow walkways cut through her small,
dense garden and the activity of moving in and around that yard bombarded with smells
remains with me today. Her seedlings wore in containers and offto the side in old
weathered, hand made wooden flower boxes. Boxes filled with blue black dirt that had its
own scent and mixed with the mint had a peculiar, suffocating effervescence. I recall
succulents in her home, potted on the floor below the window sills. The plants seemed
exotic. Jades and cactuses in every kind ofpot, aloes and ones that were unrecognizable.

The aloes had powerfully thick leaves that extended six inches or so towards a sharp
point, with tiny soft white needles coming from each leaf s outer edge. It looked like a
large and bulbous, hairy, pointed green tongue. I didn't know why my great grandmother
fussed with so many plants or decided to surround herself with them. I have come to
understand the genuine and peaceful pleasures, the physiological properties placing your
hands in soil has. The meaning I can fund from the personal stories over the years is
extraordinary. Today is connected to then and a depth emerges as I accumulate years. The
boxes are quiet and elegant vessels to me. They hold everything I need and it is difficult
to find a more contemplative process. They possess a protective quality in some odd way
and the memorializing of friends and targeting city history quarantines those thoughts of
growing up and working everything out. The succulents were so beautiful on the floor
with a million dust particles slowly moving over them through the sunlight, blanketing
the plants below with an incandescent and texftred light from the windows above. The
plants were protected with spilry coverings and needles maybe waving offthe advances
of being handled. They were as strong as they were open. Beautiful and seHreliant, the
plants were metaphors of themselves and messages beyond any established boundary of
memory.


